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GEOGRAPHY OF PAKISTAN (for foreigners only) 
 (CLASS – IX) SCIENCE GROUP 

General Instructions: 

Section ‘A’: It consists of 15 Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) and all of them to be answered. 

Section ‘B’: It consists of 12 Short –Answer Questions from which 09 are to be answered. 

Section ‘C’: It comprises 05 Descriptive –Answer Questions from which 03 are to be answered. 
 

SECTION-A (COMPULSORY) MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS (MCQS)  

MCQS = 30 minutes           (15 Marks) 

Note: 
i. Attempt all the questions. 

ii. Do not copy down the Questions. Write only the answer against the proper number of questions and its part. 

iii. Each question carries ONE mark. 

Q.1. Choose the correct answer from the given options: 
 

 

i. The country lies in the north west of Pakistan is: 
*Iran           *Afghanistan           *India           *China 

 
ii. The length of Pakistan area is about: 

*796096 km          *797096 km         *798096 km         *799096 km 
 

iii. The Kharan desert lies to the north west of: 
*Punjab       * Sindh           *Khyber Pakhtunkhwa        *Balochistan 

 
iv. It is situated between the river Chanab and Ravi. 

            *Sindh sugar doab          *Chaj doab        *Rachna doab       *Bari doab 
 

v. The rain falls in Pakistan in winter season by: 
  *Cyclone        *Earthquake           *Storms        *Sand dunes 

 
vi. It provides raw material for the industries. 

 *Forest          *Ocean          *Mountains          *Soil 
 

vii. Karez system for irrigation is used mostly in: 
* Khyber Pakhtunkhwa           *Baluchistan          * Punjab          * Sindh 
 

viii. The main food cash crops of Pakistan is: 
*Cotton          * Wheat        *Rice          * Sugarcane 

 
ix. The oil fields are mostly found in Pakistan near: 

 * Bin Qasim           * Pothohar Plateau            *Gawadar           * Baluchistan Plateau  
 

x. The Mangla Dam is situated on the rive: 
              * The Indus           *The Jehlum           *The Ravi            * The Sutlaj 
 

xi. Tarbela Hydel Power station generates more than six lac kw: 
* Water           * Electricity           * Petrol           * Gas 

  
xii. An important centre for textile industry after Karachi is in: 

* Hyderabad           * Quetta           * Faisalabad          * Peshawar 
 
xiii. This type of industry is mostly found in every city of Pakistan: 

*Cottage           * Cement           * Iron and steel          * Sports goods 
 

xiv. The rapid progress of agricultural, industrial and commercial activities are due to: 
*Fashion            * Transportation           * Beautification           * None of these 

 
xv. An average number of population living within a squire mile is called: 

 *Individuality            * Density             *Minority         * None of these 
 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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SECTION “B” (SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS)  (36 Marks) 
 

Note: Attempt any Nine (09) questions from this section. All Questions carry equal marks 

 

2. Name any four major cities of the province of Punjab. 

3. Describe the importance of location of Pakistan at least in four lines.  

4. Name four parts divisions of lower Indus valley. 

5. Differentiate between Weather and Climate.  

6. Point out any four steps taken by government to improve the number of forest in Pakistan. 

7. Describe the modes of irrigations adopted in Pakistan. 

8. Name any four fruits which are exported by Pakistan. 

9. Write at least four names of minerals found in Pakistan. 

10. Write a few lines about Tarbela Hydel power station. 

11. Write any four natural gas fields found in Pakistan. 

12. Point out only four facilities to establish a Sugar Mill. 

13. Write any four means of transportation. 
 

 

SECTION “C” (DETAILED ANSWER QUESTIONS)  (24 Marks) 

 

Note: Attempt any THREE (03) questions from this section including Question 14 which is compulsory.   

 All Questions carry equal marks. 

 

 

14. In the given outline map of Pakistan insert the following: 

 

(i) The River Indus, The Jhelum, The Sutlej, The Chenab 

(ii)  Cotton producing areas 

(iii) Cities: Multan, Sukkur, Karachi 

(iv)  The Thar desert, The Thal desert, The Bolan Pass 

 

15. Define trade and its kinds and names of export goods of Pakistan. 

 

16. Write problems of Urban and Rural life. 

 

17. Discuss the important Agricultural products of Pakistan. 

 

18. Write note on any two of the following topics: 

 

i) Pakistan and Iran relationship  

ii) Pakistan Railway  

iii) Imports of Pakistan  

iv) Industries dependent on forests 

 
 

 

_________________ 
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